Presentation Training

- John D. Morris has delivered thousands of presentations, and has executed Corporate Presentation Training as well as Advanced/Scientific Presentation skills at Tokyo Institute of Technology to Professors and graduate students since 2003. Additionally, I have personally trained medical professionals preparing for conferences abroad, as well as executives from a variety of industries such as Banking & Finance, Technology, Life Science, Chemical, Renewable Energy, Broadcast...etc.

- Presentation skills are practical business skills that you will for your entire professional life.

- I teach everything from overcoming the fear of public speaking to delivering a professional world-class presentation.

- I also support executives with development of their presentations, including advanced PowerPoint training (if required).

- Presentations are often utilized and required for internal mandates and meetings, training, conferences, corporate HQ strategies as well as client product/technology activity.

- I have trained and supported executives who have gained career advancement by creating the right presentation strategy, and executing a professional presentation. (confidentiality guaranteed)

- Become comfortable presenting in front of any size audience or any level of management.

- I train individuals as well as group training at corporations.

- Learn to overcome your fears and Present Like a Pro!

Contact Strategic Consulting Japan for Advanced Presentation Training